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Greetings, Illustrious Class of 1973!
Up front is Bob Gilbert, CS-20. In November, Bob was appointed chief development officer for Los
Angeles World Airports (LAWA). Job description includes things like capital improvement, landside
access modernization and environmental programs. Not for the faint of heart. Over the last 15 years,
he’s been involved in pretty much every level of automated people mover and light rail connections to
airports. In a previous “assignment” with LAWA, Bob ran the LAX Improvement Program, and oversaw
the development of the LAX Master Plan and its associated Environmental Impact Statement and
Report, a job nobody would envy. Congratulations, Bob! At a time when so many of us are kicking back,
you’re continuing to demonstrate excellence in your profession that few can match.
Continuing on the aviation theme, but on a much smaller scale, Alan Kinback and Stalker Reed (both of
CS-07) flew Alan’s new Carbon Cub from the factory in Yakima, WA to West Palm Beach, FL. (Well,
Stalker jumped ship at his home in the Atlanta, GA area.) It took them two weeks in November and
December. They had just two weather delays, and fortunately were able to wait out the first one due to
the hospitality of squadron mate Bill Paterson at his Livermore, CA home. Alan bought the airplane to
better serve environmental studies for the Light Hawk non-profit organization in his home state of
Florida. All three recently retired from the airlines: USAir (American), American, and Delta, respectively.
Stalker sent an annotated map of the route they took, below, along with pix.

Upper Right: Stalker Reed (left) and Alan Kinback with Alan’s new Carbon Cub
Same squadron (Seagram’s Seven), different story. Thanks to the ties established long ago in the
Aluminum Womb it has a happy ending, but it was touch and go. Glen Johnston was in a minor car
accident here in the Springs on Tuesday evening, 30 Dec. The next evening, he had intense sinus pain
but refused to go to the doctor, so squadronmate Joe Kahoe hung out with him for several hours. They
didn’t connect on Thursday; but, on Friday morning, Joe couldn’t reach him by phone, so he drove to
Glen’s house in Douglas Valley. When Glen didn’t respond to the door bell or phone calls, Joe called the
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security forces, who helped him get in. Glen was in bed, incoherent and in obvious trouble, so they
called an ambulance. Over the next nine hours, the Penrose Hospital ER ran lots of tests, including two
CT scans of his head, where they detected bleeding on one side of his brain. After the first scan, they
were prepping for surgery; however, the second scan showed the location and nature of the bleed made
it inoperable. They finally cleared a bed in the ICU and moved him up there Friday night. Joe was able to
contact Glen’s sisters Friday afternoon, and they flew out to Colorado Saturday morning. On Saturday,
the docs discovered he had suffered a stroke on the opposite side of his brain from the bleed.
Fortunately, after about a week at Penrose, he was able to be transferred to a rehab center. Visits from
several classmates seemed to cheer him up, as they brought things like squadron pins, Academy sports
paraphernalia and news of the outside world. Amazingly, on 21 Jan he was released to the care of his
sister, who has moved to Colorado temporarily to care for him in his home. Whether or not he recovers
completely is TBD; one day at a time, and every day is a gift. In the meantime, we need to establish a
class “Humanitarian Service Medal,” with its first recipient being Joe Kahoe. As classmate and MD Bob
Munson (CS-34) succinctly put it, “No Joe, no Glen.” While we all may hope we would have responded
as Joe did, Joe actually did it. “Well done, thou good and faithful servant.”
(Big breath before continuing with the more mundane.)
The Band of Brothers from Dirty 30 got together to celebrate harvest time in Napa Valley. Shown just
before exploring the best Castello de Amorosa had to offer are Gary and Sheryl Gee, Rich and Elaine
Shurtleff, Rick and Stephanie Comer, Don and Kathy Gaylor, John and Kethy Blecher, Pat and Sandy
Dulin, Mickey and Sharon Tramontana, Tim and Margaret Sisson, Don and Renee Ottinger, Jerry and
Winnie O’Connor, and Paul Pitcovich.

Dirty 30 in Napa Valley
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Geoff Michael (CS-37) reported the CS-37 Smilers held a mini-reunion in Dallas for the Cotton Bowl
game in October. Nine attended, a record turnout for their annual events. They took side trips to the
Texas School Book Depository and the Cowboys' AT&T Stadium in Arlington.

CS-37 Smilers at Cotton Bowl (L to R): John Petro, Dee Bromberek, Lou Befano, Chris Young,
Mason Brooks (CS-04), Geoff Michael, Doug Hulsey, Ed Heisey, Ron Hoskins, Eric Hearnsberger
Right, L to R: Don
Wetekam (CS-19)
participated as a
panelist in an Arizona
business fair named
Verdexchange in
December. He was in
good company, it
turns out: Kees
Rietsema (CS14/Wing Staff) was
one of the organizers;
former CSAF Norty
Schwartz (CS-34)
gave a keynote
address; and John
Regni (CS-28), who
lives in the area, also
attended.
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I received individual updates from a number of guys: Mark Stuckley (CS-09/17) reports he and Linda
celebrated their 40th in May and watched Air Force beat both Army and Navy. They had two grandsons
born last year: Mark H. Stuckley III 6/17/2016 and Luke A. Stuckley 12/28/2016. That gives them four
GKs in total. Mark reports the other two are girls and we are loving it.
Fred Beckman (CS-03): “I live a quiet retired life in MD.”
Dick and Karen Schanberger (CS-09) have given up 30 years of heat and humidity in Houston for condo
life and rain slickers on the beach in Ocean Shores, WA.
By the time you read this, Ed and Pam Hageman (CS-09 DNG) will have moved down the street from
Denny and Deb Clark (CS-09) in Poinciana, FL (near Orlando).
Mike Hay (CS-18) reported driving from Alaska to SoCal: “Memorable and fantastic!!” Their three sons
are doing well. Youngest is trying to figure out how to get an optometry slot in the Air Force. If anybody
has any contacts, please let Mike or me know. And Mike still denies knowing anything about a low-level
supersonic pass over a railroad track somewhere in West Texas in 1974.
Speaking of
Laughlin, our first
neighbor in Del
Rio, Gary Blokland
(CS-33) (right, with
with wife Judy)
“graduated” from
Delta Airlines on
13 Dec. Judy flew
up to Portland to
join him on his last
flight into SLC.
They’ll be staying
in the Park City, UT
area, but making
lots of flights to
San Jose to visit
grandkids.

Ed Whitt (CS-07) made his last flight for Southwest on 18 Dec, but claims he’s not the youngest in our
class. Who else is left, still flying for the airlines?
Devin Stilson (CS-01): “Happy new year. As we used to say ‘That's all I got.’”
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After 10 years at Briar Cliff College in Sioux City, IA, Steve Gast (CS-30) is moving on to other things. Will
be staying in the Sioux City area, about a day’s drive from wife Sharon’s family in North Dakota. Steve
notes that one of his daughters lost her mind and married an Army warrant officer.
Well, that wraps it up for this edition.
Mike Arnett
“Here’s a toast…to the host…of the men we boast…the U.S. Air Force!”

